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Abstract: Energy piles are a novel form of ground heat exchanger (GHE) used in ground source heat
pump systems. However, characterizing the pile and ground thermal properties is more challenging
than for traditional GHEs. Routine in-situ thermal response testing (TRT) methods assume that steady
state conditions in the GHE are achieved within a few hours, whereas larger diameter energy piles may
take days or even weeks, thereby incurring significant costs. Previous work on pile TRTs has focused
on small diameters up to 450 mm. This paper makes the first rigorous assessment of TRT methods for
larger diameter piles using field and laboratory datasets, the application of numerical and analytical
modelling, and detailed consideration of costs and program. Three-dimensional numerical simulation
is shown to be effective for assessing the data gathered but is too computationally expensive for
routine practice. Simpler fast run time steady state analytical models are shown to be a theoretically
viable tool where sufficient duration test data is available. However, a new assessment of signal to
noise ratio (SNR) in real field data shows how power fluctuations cause increased uncertainty in long
duration tests. It is therefore recommended to apply transient models or instead to carry out faster
and more cost-effective borehole in-situ tests for ground characterization with analytical approaches
for pile characterization.
Keywords: shallow geothermal; ground source heat pump; energy piles; foundations; thermal
response test; numerical analysis
1. Introduction
Development of renewable energy technologies is increasingly important in tackling climate
change. For Australia, with a target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 26% below the
2005 level by 2030 [1], it would be beneficial not only to produce low carbon energy, but also to reduce
energy consumption. Ground source heat pump (GSHP) systems are a reliable means to achieve this.
Given that heating and cooling systems make up the majority of the energy consumed by commercial
and residential buildings [2], GSHP systems have attracted considerable attention and have quickly
expanded across the world [3,4].
All GSHP systems operate in conjunction with some form of ground heat exchanger (GHE).
Traditionally, GHEs are constructed by drilling boreholes, installing plastic (high density polyethylene,
HDPE or cross-linked polyethylene, PEX) pipe loops to act as a conduit for a circulating heat transfer
fluid, and then backfilling with grout. However, an alternative type of GHE known as an energy
pile is becoming increasingly common. Energy piles are deep foundations for buildings which are
equipped with pipe loops [5,6], thus avoiding the construction of special purpose GHEs. Energy piles
also typically have higher heat transfer rates than traditional borehole GHEs [7] and have the potential
to reduce the capital cost of the GSHP system [8–10]. With careful planning and a skilled site team
there should also be minimal additional program time required during foundation construction [11].
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Design of GSHP systems requires knowledge of the thermal characteristics of both the GHE and
the ground surrounding them. Aside from the thermal load to be satisfied by the system, the two
key design parameters are the GHE thermal resistance and the ground thermal conductivity. The
more reliable way to obtain this information is via an in-situ technique known as thermal response
testing (TRT) [12,13]. While cheaper investigations maybe carried out in the laboratory, the TRT is
preferred for all but the smallest of systems [14,15] due to the ability to test the ground at full scale
and to provide information on the as-constructed GHE conditions. Since energy piles are at prima
facie similar to borehole GHEs, there has been a desire to apply the same in-situ testing technique.
However, theoretical studies have shown that there are limitations to applying routine TRT methods to
piles due to their larger diameter [16,17] and guidance has limited application to small diameter piles
only, i.e., no more than 300 mm [18]. In the field, tests of TRT methods on piles of typical depths of 10
to 30 m have largely been limited to diameters between 300 mm and 450 mm [19–22]. Consequently,
there is a lack of systematic studies of the applicability of the method to large diameter piles.
This paper presents a thorough examination of the viability and recommendations for TRT for
the cases of larger diameter energy piles. Uniquely, a combination of field and laboratory data, as
well as numerical and analytical techniques and commercial data is used to reach conclusions for
practical application.
The paper first briefly reviews the key energy pile design parameters along with current practice in
characterization. Then, a detailed study of multiple thermal response tests that have been carried out on
a 600 mm diameter pile constructed on a well-documented test site is presented. A three-dimensional
numerical simulation with parameter estimation is carried out, providing a good match to independent
field and laboratory data. Then analytical models are tested against both the field data and further
numerically generated synthetic TRT data. The difficulties of conducting and interpreting pile TRTs
are discussed in the context of construction costs and program constraints, and recommendations for
routine practice are made.
2. Energy Pile Design and Characterization
2.1. Design Approaches and Parameters
In engineering practice, most energy pile design has been carried out using broadly the same
approaches as for traditional borehole GHE. The relationship between the energy exchanged with the
GHE and the ground is determined by separate analyses of the temperature response of the ground
and the temperature change in the pile [23]. The former is often characterized by a G-function, where
temperature change is a function of time (t in s), applied thermal power (q in W/m) and the ground
thermal conductivity (λg in W/(mK)) and diffusivity (αg in m2/s). The latter is typically determined
based on the pile resistance (Rb in mK/W), a lumped steady state parameter accounting for the pile
geometry and thermal conductivity (λb). An alternative approach, based on the Duct Storage Model,
uses superposition of three (rather than two) solutions: one for the pile (steady stated based on Rb),
one for interactions between the piles, and one for heat transfer with the wider ground mass [24].
Despite the fact that it is well known that energy piles may take days or weeks to reach steady
state [25], and therefore use of a steady resistance may be inappropriate, or at best over-conservative,
most design in practice continues to use a constant value of Rb. Approaches have been developed to
allow for application of transient resistance [6], but they are not yet in regular routine use. Furthermore,
proposed functions for transient resistance can still use the steady state resistance as a reference point,
meaning that even with this improved design approach, the value of Rb is still relevant.
Based on the design approaches described above, characterization of ground and pile conditions
usually focuses on determining λg and Rb, with the addition of the undisturbed ground temperature
(T0), which also influences the rate of heat transfer achievable. The ground thermal diffusivity is
typically calculated based on an assumed value of specific heat capacity.
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2.2. In-situ Characterization
Conveniently, it is possible to determine λg, Rb, and T0 based on an in-situ test, widely known as
thermal response test (TRT). TRTs on borehole GHE have been in routine use for several decades and
this application has been well reviewed [26,27]. In the most common form of the test, heat is injected
into the GHE at a constant rate and the change of temperature of the heat transfer fluid is monitored
for two or three days. By application of the infinite line source model (ILSM) [28] the rate of change of
the fluid with time can be simplified to a linear-log relationship (Equation (1)):
T(t) = T0 +
Q
H
Rb +
Q
4piλgH
·
ln4αgtr2b
− γ (1)
where T(t) is the evolution of temperature of the circulating fluid in K or in C over time in seconds
(average of inlet and outlet temperatures), Q is the applied heat transfer rate in W, αg is the thermal
diffusivity in m2/s, rb is the GHE radius in m, H is the GHE length in m, and γ is Euler’s constant (0.5772).
The ground thermal conductivity can then be calculated from the gradient m of the
temperature–ln(time) graph, since λg = Q/4pimH [29]. The GHE thermal resistance Rb can also
be determined from the straight-line intercept in the same temperature–ln(time) graph. One of the
many advantages of traditional TRT approaches is this simplicity in interpretation, which makes the
test exceedingly accessible. While there have been developments in both test method and parameter
estimation approaches (for examples, see [26,30]), the simplicity of the original approach means that it
continues to endure in practice.
However, Equation (1) is only a simplification of the full analytical solution to the heat diffusion
equation that applies for an infinitely long, infinitely thin heat source in a homogeneous and isotropic
medium. In its full form, the line source solution applied to a GHE would be:
T(t) = T0 +
Q
H
Rb +
Q
4piλgH
∞∫
r2b
4αgt
e−u
u
du (2)
Expansion of the exponential integral in Equation (2) to give the simplification in Equation (1)
is only valid when αgt/r2b is sufficiently small. In common practice, αgt/r
2
b = Fo = 5 is taken as the
minimum time for application of Equation (1) [31], where Fo is the Fourier number. Application of this
restriction also ensures that the GHE is at a thermal steady state, a necessary additional constraint to
ensure that the value of Rb is constant. When applied to a borehole GHE, this minimum time criteria
typically equates to less than ten hours [32]. However, when applied to larger diameter energy piles
the minimum time becomes several days or even weeks [25,33], having significant implications for
TRT durations and, hence, cost.
As a result, the applicability of TRT approaches to piles has been questioned. Research has been
carried out to try and assess this using field data [20,34] and numerical studies [35]. Approaches
have included looking at the required test duration [36] as well as whether alternative interpretation
methods would be more appropriate [20]. Where a line source method is used in interpretation there is
a potential for systematic overestimation of the thermal conductivity [30] and this is observed in many
field studies [22,37,38]. Much better estimates of ground and pile thermal characteristics have been
obtained when numerical simulation has been used [36,39]. However, most comprehensive studies
of pile TRTs where both field data and independent assessment of ground thermal properties are
available have been limited to smaller diameter piles (up to approximately 450 mm in diameter), for
example [20,34,36]. There is therefore a need to extend experience to larger diameters and to provide
guidance for these cases.
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2.3. Alternative Approaches
In the absence of in-situ characterization, the ground thermal properties are typically determined
from databases of regional data or the results of laboratory scale tests on soil samples. These approaches
are reviewed in terms of accuracy in [30,33]. Recent analysis by [40] also includes the cost benefit of
field versus desktop and laboratory characterization and shows the benefits of the former only being
realized in GSHP systems above about 50 kW capacity.
However, in terms of the pile GHE characterization the situation is different. Databases of values
may not be appropriate as the pile thermal resistance will depend on the pile size and number of
pipes, which may vary considerably, as well as the concrete thermal conductivity. The latter is affected
by aggregate source, admixtures and other additives [18], which may vary according to the location
of a project. Pile resistance therefore needs to be calculated by analytical, numerical or empirical
means, using additional results from laboratory thermal conductivity testing of the pile concrete used
in construction.
Some approaches for calculating GHE thermal resistance derive a single lumped parameter and
some break Rb down into its component resistances, based on the thermal resistance of the fluid in the
pipes, the pipe material itself, and the concrete filling material:
Rb = Rp + Rc = Rpcond + Rpconv + Rc (3)
The components related to the pipes (Rp) can be relatively simply determined by analytical
methods based on the conductive and convective components [25,41]. The concrete resistance (Rc)
can be determined by the multiple method [42], which is recognized as the most accurate analytical
approach [43], or by an empirical approach [25], which is easier to implement but less accurate.
However, a numerical model can also be used to accurately assess Rb based directly on heat transfer
throughout the two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) geometry during a simulation:
Rb =
H
Q
(
T f − Tb
)
(4)
T f and Tb are the integral mean values of temperature across all pipes within the pile and over the
outside pile surface, respectively. For all these approaches, however, ultimate accuracy will depend on
the value of concrete conductivity used in the calculations.
3. Methods
3.1. General Approach
A well-documented field site was used to conduct an experimental programme on a 600 mm
diameter energy pile. Multiple TRTs including both heat injection and extraction were used to
investigate whether hysteresis could play a role in the thermal properties at the site. Data from the field
programme was interpreted using analytical and numerical methods. Numerical simulation was used
in three ways. First, simulation of the initial heating test provided pile and ground thermal properties,
which were used as the target for analytical models. Second, forward simulation was applied to test
the model over all TRT stages with different rates and directions of heat transfer. Third, synthetic
TRT data free from external sources of influence such as power fluctuations was generated from the
validated numerical model. This aided in analytical model assessment and permitted separation of
different sources of error. A range of analytical models of varying complexity were tested. The aim
was to find a computationally efficient yet sufficiently accurate TRT interpretation approach.
3.2. Test Site Details
The tested pile GHE is part of the Beaurepaire Centre shallow geothermal testing facility at the
Parkville campus of the University of Melbourne, Australia. Detailed descriptions of the site, test pile
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construction, and previous thermal test history can be found in Colls et al. [44] and in Colls [45]. The
geology at the location is Melbourne Formation residual clay overlaying siltstone and sandstone [46].
The groundwater table is approximately 13 m deep with no evidence of significant groundwater flow.
The Pile GHE comprises three U-loops (L1, L2, and L3) at unequal separation connected in parallel
(Figure 1), with geometrical characteristics summarised in Table 1. The table also contains thermal
property estimates based on previous laboratory and in-situ testing at the site. These are used as initial
values for the subsequent parameter estimation process.
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Figure 1. Pile geometry and detail of cross section. GHE: ground heat exchanger; HDPE: high
density polyethylene.
Table 1. Energy Pile Geometry and Properties.
Parameter Symbol Value Source Details
Geometry
Pile length H 30 m [45]
Pile diameter dp 0.6 m [45]
Concrete cover c 0.2 m [45]
Loop shank spacing (m) s See Figure 1 [45]
Pipe outer diameter dpo 0.025 m [45]
Pipe inner diameter dpi 0.0213 m [45]
Flow rate (to al) F 75 L/s
Thermal Properties
Pipe thermal conductivity λp 0.4 W/(mK)
Fluid thermal conduct vity λ f 0.582 /(mK)
Ground thermal conductivity λg 2.7 W/(mK) [45,47] Adjacent borehole TRT;
laboratory tests using
TCi sensor and divided
bar method.
Concrete thermal conductivity λb 2.4 W/(mK) [45]
Fluid heat capacity Cp f 4180 kJ/(kgK)
Ground heat capacity Cpg 780 kJ/(kgK) [48]
i sensor test on >50
rock cores from different
sites with same geology
Concrete heat capacity Cpb 920–1200 kJ/(kgK) [45]
Fluid density ρ f 1000 kg/m3
Ground density (dry) ρg 2353 kg/m3 [45]
Measured on core before
thermal tests
Concrete density (dry) ρb 2155 kg/m3 [45]
Measured on core before
thermal tests
Undisturbed ground temperature T0 18.5 ◦C [44]
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3.3. Pile TRT Field Trials
Seven separate TRTs were conducted on the pile during this study. Figure 2A shows the mean
fluid temperature (solid line) for all tests, along with the undisturbed ground temperature (dashed
line) of 18.1 ◦C. The latter was determined by the method of Gehlin and Nordell [49] based on 3 h
of fluid circulation prior to the first period of heat injection (TRT1). Figure 2B shows TRT2 and the
effects of power failure in greater detail, while Figure 2C zooms in on TRTs 3 through 7, including one
recorded ground temperature natural recovery period. Subsequent TRTs after the first test show lower
initial fluid temperatures, which is due to the decreasing temperature of the water supply used to fill
the TRT over the three months of winter.
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Figure 2. Large dia eter pile in-situ tests: (A) ean fluid te perature recorded fro each ther al
response test (TRT) in sequence, with (B) details of TRT 2 with power failure, and (C) focused on TRTs
3 through 8 for clarity.
Two TRT rigs were used, a Geocube (Precision Geothermal LLC, MN, U.S.A.) and a heat pump
based TRT that allowed heating and cooling of the pile. TRT1 and TRT2 were conducted with the
Geocube, while all other tests were conducted with the heat pump. The Geocube applies power directly
via electric heating elements, while the heat pump TRT applies power by maintaining a constant
temperature difference between the inlet and outlet pipes of the TRT and constant flow rate. For all
tests each loop in the pile was connected in parallel and the applied heating power and flow rate
assumed to be equally divided between the 3 loops (Floop = 0.25 L/s = 15 L/min).
Table 2 summarizes the details of each TRT. A number of the tests suffered from excess power
fluctuations and there were also two failed attempts at TRT3 (first cooling test). Given these difficulties
and the fact that only the first test ran long enough to potentially reach a steady state, TRT1 has
been used for the back calculation of thermal parameters via fitting of a numerical model to the data
(Section 4.1.1). The remaining six TRT datasets were used for validation of the numerical model via
forward simulation (Section 4.1.2).
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Table 2. TRTs performed and principal rest periods.
Test Type Start Length Q *-Mean Q-Standard Deviation
(kW) (kW) (%)
TRT1 Heating 25/05/17 14 d 1.8 0.058 3.2
- Rest Period 9/06/17 33 d
TRT2 Heating 11/07/17 4 d 2.8 1.08 46.7
- Rest Period 15/07/17 14 d
Fail 1 - 30/07/17 1 h
Fail 2 - 31/07/17 4.5 h
TRT3 Cooling 3/08/17 3.5 d −3.6 0.077 2.4
- Recovery 7/08/17 2 d
TRT4 Heating 11/08/17 19 h 2.5 1.3 51.2
TRT5 Cooling 14/08/17 13 h −3.8 0.28 7.4
TRT6 Heating 15/08/17 17 h 3.7 0.81 21.7
TRT7 Cooling 16/08/17 29 h −4.2 0.26 6.2
* Heat extraction represented by negative values.
Figure 3 shows the mean fluid temperature recorded during TRT1, along with the applied heating
power. The power was calculated according to the temperature difference between inlet and outlet
pipes and the mass flow rate and specific heat capacity of the fluid. The test ran for 14 days with a
heating power of 1.8 kW or 60 W/m. The total power applied is less than for routine tests on deeper
boreholes. This was to ensure that over the longer test duration the fluid did not heat up beyond
safe levels for the pipe and TRT materials. While the applied power is fairly constant around a mean
value, cyclic variation is evident and is due to the fluctuations in daily temperature along with daily
fluctuations in the voltage of the power supply. This results in a standard deviation around the mean
of 3.2% and up to 11% variation for the peaks, which according to the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers ASHRAE [50] should be no more than 2% and 10%,
respectively. Thus, the test may have increased uncertainty. The impact that this level of variation in
the power supply has on analysis will be discussed in detail in Section 4.2.
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Figure 3. TRT1 (A) mean fluid temperature and (B) applied heating power.
3.4. 3D Finite Element Analysis
A validated transient numerical model developed at the University of Melbourne is used [51–53].
The model is built and solved using the finite element software package COMSOL Multiphysics.
A summary of the model is included in the following sections.
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3.4.1. Model Description
The model is based on the coupling of the governing equations of heat transfer (energy balance)
and fluid flow (momentum and continuity). It considers conduction in the ground, the concrete,
and the pipe walls and partially in the fluid, and convection in the carrier fluid (groundwater flow
is considered negligible at the case study site). For the fluid flow in the pipes, the continuity and
momentum equations for (an incompressible) fluid and are solved [54]:
Aρ f∇·v = 0 (5)
ρ f
(
∂v
∂t
)
= −∇p− fD
ρ f
2dh
v|v| (6)
where A is the inner cross-section of the HDPE pipe (m2), ρ f is the carrier fluid density (kg/m3),
v represents the fluid velocity vector field (m/s), t shows the time (s), p is the pressure (Pa), fD represents
the Darcy friction factor, and dh is the hydraulic diameter of the pipe. The energy equation for the fluid
flow to describe the convective-conductive heat transfer for an incompressible fluid is [55]:
ρ fACp f
∂T
∂t
+ ρ fACp f v· ∇T = ∇·
(
Aλ f∇T
)
+ fD
ρ fA
2dh
|v|v2 +Qwall (7)
Qwall = f
(
Tpipe wall,T,λp, dp
)
(8)
where Cp f is the specific heat capacity of the fluid (J/(kgK)), λ f represent thermal conductivity of the
fluid (W/(mK)) and Qwall is the external heat exchange rate through the pipe wall (W/m). Here Qwall is
a function of the temperature of the pipe outer wall Tpipe wall, the temperature of the carrier fluid T, the
pipe thermal conductivity λp, and diameter dp [51,53]. The above equations are solved for pressure p,
velocity field v and temperature field T in the carrier fluid and are coupled to the temperature field
Tm obtained from the conductive heat transfer equations solved for the surrounding concrete and
ground by:
ρmCpm
∂Tm
∂t
= ∇·(λm∇Tm) (9)
where ρm represents the solid material density (either concrete or the ground in this case), and Cpm and
λm represent specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of that solid material, respectively. Initial
input parameters used in the model are as per Table 1. The λ and Cp values for the ground and the
concrete were then varied to obtain the best fit.
As the model does not present planes of symmetry a full 3D mesh is developed to capture the
geometry in Figure 1. The model comprised approximately 420,000 elements with a minimum size
of 0.02 m. Mesh refinement was carried out around the pipes and pile and a sensitivity analysis
conducted as part of the parameter estimation exercise, with results given in Section 4.1.
3.4.2. Initial and Boundary Conditions
To solve the above systems of partial differential equations, initial and boundary conditions must
be specified. The initial ground, pile and farfield boundary temperatures are set to be equal to the
undisturbed ground temperature measured at the site as part of this study, where T0 = 18.1 ◦C.
The time dependent carrier fluid temperature at the inlet Tin(t), is defined as a function of the
thermal power provided by the TRT unit Q and the fluid temperature at the outlet Tout(t), obtained
from solving the numerical model. This is effectively acting as the transfer function of the TRT unit that
receives the fluid at certain temperature (Tout(t)) and extracts/rejects heat, changing the temperature of
the fluid that is reinjected to the ground (Tin(t)) as in:
Tin(t) = Tout(t) +
(
Q/
(
ρ f vACp f
))
(10)
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where ρ f is the carrier fluid density and v represents the average fluid velocity. A fluid flow rate
boundary condition at each inlet pipe of the three loops of 0.25 L/s (15 L/min) was applied resulting in
an initial pipe velocity of v0 = 0.7 m/s, along with a reference atmospheric pressure in the outlet pipes
of p0 = 101 kPa for the purpose of forced convection.
For the parameter estimation simulation, the time varying power input as per Figure 3B was
applied in 2-min time steps. For the generation of synthetic TRT data, all other modelling parameters
and boundary conditions were unchanged, except Q, which was set to a constant value equal to
1.81 kW (the average of the time series field data).
Finally, a zero heat flux boundary condition at the top surface is prescribed:
− n·(−λm∇T) = 0 (11)
Given the relatively short (days) duration of the test, thermal solar recharge is neglected for
simplicity. The model geometry, extent and boundary conditions are shown in Figure 4.
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3.5. Analytical Models for GHE Temperature Response
A key factor in the usefulness of borehole TRTs is that the data can easily be interpreted with
simple analytical heat transfer models. The common analytical models available include the ILSM
(introduced in Section 2.2), the Infinite Cylindrical Source Model (ICSM), and th Finite Line Source
Model (FLSM). As the names sugges , each model makes significant simplifying assumptions n th
geometry, either being infinitely long or a line source of heat. A transient analytical pile model was
also t sted [6]. All models assume homogeneous and isotropic conditio s.
3.5.1. Steady State Models
The three common analytical models mentioned rely on the presence of a quasi-thermal steady
state within the GHE (i.e., Rb is assumed constant). This includes the ILSM (Section 2.2), where further
simplification of Equation (1) [29] llows ground thermal conductivity to be simply determined from:
λg =
Q
4pimH
(12)
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where m is the slope of the graph of mean fluid temperature against the natural logarithm of time.
The GHE thermal resistance Rb can then be evaluated from the same fitted line at T(t1hr), which is
conveniently the intercept in ln-space [29]:
Rb =
1
4piλg
T(t1hr) − T0m − ln
4αgt1hrγr2b
 (13)
Additionally, Equation (1) for the ILSM and its full form (Equation (2)) have been used directly;
applying parameter estimation to determine λg and Rb simultaneously rather than separately via
Equations (12) and (13).
The second model is the ICSM, which assumes that the GHE acts as a hollow cylinder with a finite
radius, and is based on the concept of a G-function, which is a dimensionless temperature response
depending on the Fourier number and dimensionless radius [28,56,57]. The full ICSM formulation is:
T =
Q
H
[
Rb +
Fsc
λs
G(F0, 1)
]
+ T0 (14)
where the G-function is:
G(F0, 1) =
1
pi2
∫ ∞
0
e−β2F0 − 1
J21(β) + Y
2
1(β)
[J0(β)Y1(β) − J1(β)Y0(β)]dβ
β2
(15)
In Equation (15), J0(β), J1(β), Y0(β), and Y1(β) are Bessel functions, F0 is the Fourier number,
and Fsc is a short-circuit heat loss factor. In this study the Bessel functions in the ICSM were solved
numerically with built in functions in the python language scientific computing library SciPy [58].
The third model, the FLSM, is an analytical solution to Eskilson’s [31] model, first presented by
Zeng et al. [59,60]. It differs from the ILSM by giving the temperature development at different depths
(z) in addition to radial distances from the centre of the line source. It also accounts for the axial heat
flow which is neglected in the ILSM and ICSM. In this work a simplified solution for the FLSM [61] has
been applied due to faster computation time. The model determines the integral mean temperature
along the GHE:
T f (t, z) = T0 +
Q
H
Rb +
Q
2Hλgpi

∫ √β2+1
β
er f c(ωβ)√
z2 − β2 dz−DA −
∫ √β2+4
√
β2+1
er f c(ωβ)√
z2 − β2 dz−DB
 (16)
where β = rb/H, ω = H/
√
4αgt, and er f c is the complimentary error function. The analytical
expansions DA and DB are:
DA =
√
β2 + 1er f c
(
ω
√
β2 + 1
)
− βer f c(ωβ) −
 e−ω2(β2+1) − e−ω2β2ω√pi
 (17)
DB =
√
β2 + 1er f c
(
ω
√
β2 + 1
)
− 0.5
(
βer f c(ωβ) +
√
β2 + 4er f c
(
ω
√
β2 + 4
))
−
 e−ω2(β2+1)−0.5
(
e−ω2β2+e−ω2(β2+4)
)
ω
√
pi
 (18)
3.5.2. Transient Pile Models
A fourth analytical model was implemented with empirical transient G-functions for the ground
and concrete which was developed specifically for piles [6]. Sets of upper and lower bound solutions
based on numerical modelling of a range of pile geometries were used to generate curve fitting derived
G-functions that can model the thermal response of a single pile. Compared to the steady state methods
above, this approach accounts for both the transient conduction within the pile and an explicit pile
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geometry. Axial heat conduction is also included similarly to the FLSM. The equation for the fluid
temperature in the pile is given as:
∆T f =
Q
H
Rp +
Q
H
RcGc +
Q
2piHλg
Gg (19)
where Rp is the thermal resistance of the pipes (see Section 2.3), Gc is the concrete G-function describing
the transient concrete response and Gg is the pile G-function for the transient response of the ground
surrounding the piles. Sets of coefficients are provided in Loveridge and Powrie [6] for the two
G-functions corresponding to different aspect ratios (AR) for Gg and whether the pipes are located
near the centre or the edge of the pile for Gc. Results based on Equation (19) presented in this study are
for lower bound G-functions for both Gg and Gc, assuming AR = 50 and pipes near the pile edge, since
these provide the best match to the geometry and properties of the 600 mm pile in this study.
3.5.3. Implementation
In all cases, except for separate determination of λg and Rb using the ILSM (Equations (12) and
(13)), the analytical models were fitted using an automated parameter estimation process based on the
Limited Memory BFGS (Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno) algorithm with bound constraints from
the python package SciPy [58]. A two-parameter curve fitting scheme was used to find the λg and Rb,
with all other thermal parameters (i.e., Cpvg ) kept constant (see Table 1).
4. Results
4.1. Numerical Simulation
4.1.1. Parameter Estimation of Ground Properties
The numerical model was validated and key ground and concrete thermal parameters found by
fitting to the TRT1 dataset. A parameter estimation scheme was used to find a combination of λg, λc,
Cpvg , and Cpvc that produced the minimum Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) fit to the experimental
data. Figure 5A shows the numerically simulated TRT based on best-fit parameters compared to the
experimental data, and Figure 5B shows the residuals confirming a close fit with an RMSE of 0.048 ◦C.
A mesh sensitivity analysis was conducted that resulted in only a 0.002 ◦C reduction in RMSE by
increasing the mesh size from approximately 350,000 elements to 420,000, indicating that the results
presented in this study are mesh independent.
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Table 3 compares the parameter estimation results with the results from previous laboratory
and in-situ studies at the site indicating good agreement. The high quality of fit and the close
correspondence of the results to independent measurements suggests that the numerical model is
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capable of accurately simulating the thermal processes in the pile and ground during a TRT. Conducting
a TRT on a pile can thus provide excellent evaluation of thermal parameters if 3D numerical parameter
estimation is carried out. However, relying on a numerical model requires designers to have access to
advanced finite element software and the expertise to use it, while also necessitating long computation
times, making the approach impractical for routine implementation. In this case, each iteration of
the numerical simulation took approximately 3.5 h on a high-performance desktop computer with
eight 3.4 GHz processors and 16 GB of RAM. Finding the best fit solution shown above required
over 50 iterations with a total computation time of over one week, excluding model set up and mesh
validation. Hence, 3D simulation is likely to remain an academic interpretation tool for some time.
Table 3. Parameter estimation results.
Parameter Independent Estimate This Parameter Estimation
λg (W/(mK)) 2.69 [45,47] 2.7
λb (W/(mK)) 2.4 [45] 2.5
Cpvg (kJ/(m
3K)) 1835 [45,48] 1872
Cpvc (kJ/(m
3K)) 1940–2580 [45] 2280
4.1.2. Forward Simulation
The validated numerical model was used for forward prediction of the remaining TRT datasets
(Figure 2). This helps to determine whether there was bias in the selection and use of the parameters
found by curve fitting, and also whether the model can be used to simulate conditions that differ from
those of TRT1. Furthermore, this process provides a check that no hysteric behaviour is occurring; i.e.,
that the temperature changes are fully reversible with no changes in the thermal parameters.
Since each subsequent test is affected by the previous one, a long-term simulation was run to cover
all tests in sequence including the rest periods as shown in Figure 6. The RMSEs of the tests indicating
the quality of the numerical simulations are given in Table 4. After TRT1, the numerical model was not
able to replicate the measured data with the same accuracy, although the model certainly captures
the general trend of each TRT. With the exception of TRT3 (cooling) and the power outages in TRT2,
the temperature peaks are mostly well reproduced (Figure 7). Most importantly, the quality of the
fit does not get systematically worse throughout the tests, suggesting that hysteresis of behaviour is
probably not occurring. However, the model does appear less able to accurately simulate the cooling
test periods compared to the heating periods, particularly for TRT3. For TRT2, the periods of power
outage over night show a significant ambient temperature signal, which the model was not able to
account for, resulting in much lower temperatures during these periods than the model results and
leading to the highest RMSE. Nonetheless, the forward simulation helps to confirm that the thermal
parameters established from fitting to TRT1 are an appropriate overall representation of actual site
conditions. Section 4.1.3 Estimation of steady state thermal resistance.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 25 
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Table 4. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of numerical forward simulation compared to measured
data for each individual TRT.
TRT Test Type RMSE of Numerical Model Fit (◦C)
TRT1 Heating 0.048
TRT2 Heating 1.744
Fail 1 - 0.314
Fail 2 - 0.102
TRT3 Cooling 1.503
TRT4 Heating 0.382
TRT5 Cooling 0.484
TRT6 Heating 0.386
TRT7 Cooling 0.930
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4.1.3. Estimation of Steady State Thermal Resistance
The use of classical analytical solutions (ILSM, ICSM, and FLSM) relies on the assumption of
a thermal steady state within the GHE. Figure 7A shows Rb calculated from the best fit numerical
model solution presented in Table 4 using Equation (4). While Rb approaches a constant steady state
value around 100 h, it is never truly constant. This is due to the applied power variation (Figure 3).
Each time the power changes, the concrete becomes transient again immediately adjacent to the pipes,
hence the corresponding Rb fluctuations. Figure 7B shows the same calculation for a constant power
synthetic TRT dataset generated from the numerical model. From this result it can be seen that Rb
converges to a value of 0.056 mK/W.
Taking the data from Figure 7B, and by assuming a steady state value of 0.056 mK/W, the time to
steady state can be confirmed. 98% of steady state is reached after 87 h of the test, which corresponds
to the benchmark Fourier Number Fo5. By Fo10, which corresponds to 173 h, 99.3% steady state Rb
is reached, agreeing with the observations for pile thermal resistance presented in Loveridge and
Powrie [6]. Thus, the industry accepted standard of Fo5 as the start of the steady state for borehole
TRTs appears also to be applicable to piles. The difference is that instead of this early time criterion
being a few hours for typical borehole geometries, for piles this could be several days.
4.2. Application of Analytical Models
4.2.1. Experimental Data
The analytical models described in Section 3.5, ILSM, FLSM, ICSM, and Transient Pile Models,
have been fitted to the experimental TRT data to estimate the thermal parameters λg and Rb. Note that
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estimates from three implementation variations of the ILSM are included: (i) using Equations (12) and
(13) and the m and the y-intercept found from linear regressions in the T(t) versus ln(t) plots (ILSM-Eq.
12&13), (ii) best fits using the simplified Equation (1) (ILSM–Log Simp.), and (iii) best fits using
Equation (2), the full version of the analytical solution to the heat diffusion equation (ILSM–Exp. Int.).
Figure 8 compares these analytical results to the target values determined from numerical simulation
(black dashed lines). The analytical models have been fitted to periods in the field data bounded by
five distinct time points: Fo1, 5, 10, 15, and 19.4 (end of test), which correspond to 17, 87, 173, 260, and
336 h, respectively. The fitting regions starting from Fo1 include the early time, non-steady state region,
while the regions starting at Fo5 fall within a steady state (Section 4.1.3).
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Figure 8. Comparison between analytical models results for (A) thermal conductivity and (B) pile
thermal resistance over seven different fitting regions bounded by the Fourier times shown.
With the exception of the ICSM, the λg estimates from all fitting windows fall within 15% of
the target value. For Rb, the difference between the target values and analytical results show the
same pattern as for λg, except for the ILSM with linear regression (Equations (12) and (13)) which
overestimates the target value significantly. More importantly, most of the models show reduced
accuracy where later periods of the test are included in the analysis (up to Fo15 or 19.4), and when the
fitting region starts later at Fo5 instead of 1. This is contrary to expectation of longer tests providing
greater accuracy. Therefore, it suggests that late time data has reduced quality compared to the early
time data, which is most likely due to noise and high frequency fluctuations of the experimental data.
The ILSM variations also all under-predict the thermal conductivity when an overestimate would have
been expected [30].
To explore the variation in results with test time in more detail, a step-wise analysis was carried
out [62]. The three ILSM implementations are shown as examples. Transient estimates of λg (Figure 9A)
and Rb (Figure 9B) were made from consecutive 100 h sub-samples of the temperature curve using a
sliding window approach and fitting the three ILSM models to each window. The start times of each
window were increased 1 h and are the values on the x-axis.
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The estimates vary considerably depending on the fitting window and by up to 50% from the
minimum to maximum values. Additionally, the simplest ILSM (Equations (12) and (13)) gives
significantly different results in terms of Rb in the middle of the test compared to the other two models,
suggesting that y-intercept approach (Equation (13)) may not be suited for returning realistic values
from pile TRT data. Generally, stability in terms of λg and Rb reduces as the test progresses. The
most consistent results are from fitting windows starting from between 0 and 100 h, with start times
after this leading to larger variations from the target value. This suggests that noise has an increasing
impact at later times in the pile TRT, leading to the concept that a signal to noise ratio (SNR) plays a
role in the level of uncertainty. The noise is generated by fluctuations in the applied power, which
increase in relative significance later in the test when the absolute rate of change of temperature is
smaller. Figure 10 shows an estimate of SNR for TRT1 data over sucessive time windows of 24 h. Here,
we define SNR = m/std, where m is the linear rate of change of temperature over the time window
and std is the standard deviation of the distribution of temperature measurements over that same
time window. There is an increase in variability caused by fluctuations in the temperature response,
which have a clear cyclic amplitude of approximately 24 h matching diurnal temperature change. This
variablity increases as the test progresses and the overall SNR decreases towards the end of the test.
Both Figures 9 and 10 indicate significantly increased variability after approximately 100 h for TRT1,
thus explaining why the analytical model results shown in Figure 8 offer a worse fit when using later
time data.
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Figure 10. Signal to noise ratio (SNR) in TRT1.
In fact, this concept of SNR may lead to an upper limit on the useful test length of large diameter
pile TRTs. Longer test times are needed than for boreholes to reach a steady state condition, but at
the same time must use low heating power to ensure that the pile, fluid, and TRT rig do not reach
damaging temperatures over the course of a potentially several week test. This low heating power will
make pile TRTs more susceptible to errors resulting from decreasing SNR over the course of the test.
Thus, it may be challenging to conduct TRTs on large diameter piles with high quality results.
4.2.2. Synthe ic TRT Data
The uncertainties arising from the low SNR makes an assessment between the relative performance
of the different analytical models difficult. Therefore, a synthetic TRT from the best fit model with
constant heating power of 1.81 kW (average of the experimental power measurements) was produced
to per it clearer comparisons.
Fitting of the analytical models was repeated for this new dataset and is sho n in Figure 11. The
same time windows were used for the analysis as with the original TRT1 data (Figure 8). Comparable
step-wise analysis was also carried out (Figure 12). The results are now more as expected and the
model fit tends to improve ith time. The simplest ILSM (Equations (12) and (13)) and two-parameter
curve fitting produce the same estimates of λg, and give results close to the target of 2.7 W/(mK) over
a range of time windows. The ILSM with Ei() accounts more for the transition between the lower
concrete thermal conductivity (2.5 W/(mK)) and the higher ground thermal conductivity. For Rb, the
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ILSM with Ei() returns values closest to the expected value of 0.056 (mK/W) based on the numerical
results, whereas the other ILSM models over estimate Rb, and the ICSM, FLSM, and Pile G-function
models underestimate Rb.
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Figure 12. Step-wise fitting of the ILSM giving the change in (A) λg and (B) Rb over time for the
Synthetic TRT data.
Amongst the models shown in Figure 11, the ICSM produces much more conservative results,
underestimating λg and Rb by around 10% and 20%, respectively. This is c nsistent with the ICSM
having a lower gradient compared to the ILSM at th timescales of interest to a TRT. T is poor
performance is consistent with pr vious work suggesting th ICSM to be inappropriate for piles [6].
The FLSM also underestima es λg and Rb. Thi is because it produces lower tem eratures ov r the
same time region than the ILSM due to axial effects. Despite the FLSM providing worse estimates of
the thermal pr perties compare wi h the ILSM, it shows the best overall fit (Figure 13). This may
reflect the co-linea ity of the λg and Rb and the fact that the corresponding errors in each may cancel
each other out.
Overall, the best performing steady state model is the ILSM. The log-linear versions appear to
perform well over a range of timescales, but this may not be a general conclusion since the concrete
and ground thermal conductivities are close in this case. These models also do not give as good a
prediction of Rb. On the other hand, the full exponential integral derivation of the ILSM captures
λc = 2.5 W/(mK) at the early time (Fo1–5), λg = 2.62 (~2.7) W/(mK) in the late time (Fo5–19.4), and
Rb closest to the steady state value of 0.056 mK/W in the late time. However, the reliance on the late
time data to give appropriate predictions means that the accuracy of this model will be dependent on
achieving high SNR late in the test, and can be seen in Figure 8 to produce less accurate results than
other models when the data is noisy.
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The pile G-function approach with lower bounds performs similarly to the ILSM in terms of
accuracy but does this from assessment of the early time transient data. It gives a slight underestimation
of λg, which is consistent with another test on smaller energy piles by Alberdi-Pagola et al. [36], but
most importantly gives good results from fitting to the early time, even for the region of Fo1–5. The
G-function approach explicitly treats the pile and ground thermal conductivity separately and models
the early time transient behavior. Thus, these results suggest shorter tests times that lead to accurate
estimation of ground thermal conductivity can be achieved with the G-function model with lower
bounds, while overcoming the issues related to higher uncertainty in late time data due to noise and
high frequency fluctuations. The G-function approach is also the only model to provide a good fit to
the synthetic TRT dataset from the 1st hour onwards based on this early time fit, as shown in Figure 13.
The ICSM fit shown in Figure 13 also demonstrates why this model produces the worst results, since
the model is not able to fit the shape of the measured data until after 200 h.
4.3. Alternative Determination of Thermal Resistance
Because of the difficulties relating to pile thermal response testing, including long durations, and
hence high costs, it may be desirable to obtain pile parameters by other means. There are realistically
few methods available and all will require knowledge of concrete thermal conductivity. Methods
based on numerical simulation additionally require knowledge of concrete specific heat. In this case,
these values are known reliably from the parameter estimation exercise, although this may not always
be the case. Alternate estimates of the pile thermal resistance are summarized in Table 5. While the
empirical 2D resistance approach overestimates the pile thermal resistance, the multipole method [42]
produces the closest value to the numerically estimated Rb. Guidance based on the multipole method
in Pahud [24] has overestimated Rb in this case, presumably because of the high concrete thermal
conductivity in this particular pile compared to the 1.8 W/(mK) assumed by the authors. The multipole
method is generally considered the best theoretical approach for estimating Rb [43] and appears to
also perform well in this case of a large diameter pile with three loops. Therefore, it seems reasonable
to assume that accurate estimates of pile Rb may be made independently without the need for a pile
TRT, as long as the concrete thermal properties can be reliably measured through samples or some
other means.
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Table 5. Theoretical pile thermal resistance. 2D: two-dimensional.
Model Source Rb (mK/W))
Empirical 2D resistance Loveridge & Powrie [25] 0.0913 +
PILESIM Manual recommendations based on Multipole Pahud [24] 0.07–0.08 *
Multipole method Bennet, et al. [42] 0.0514 +
Numerical analysis Equation (4) 0.056
* for a pile with three U loops and of 300 mm to 1500 mm diameter. + involves separate calculation of Rp and Rc to
determine Rb (Equation (3)).
5. Discussion: Viability of Pile TRTs
In the sections below, the viability of pile TRTs in assessed by reference to practical and technical
considerations, with a summary given at the end in Table 6.
Table 6. Advantages and disadvantages of pile and borehole thermal response testing for energy
pile projects.
Factor Working Pile TRT Bespoke Borehole TRT Existing Borehole TRT
Description Test on working pile
Test on specially drilled
borehole after pile design
complete
Test on site investigation
borehole converted to GHE
Programme Severe programmeimplications
Minimal programme
implications
Minimal to no programme
implications
Cost (see also Table 7) High cost Low cost Lowest cost
Results-λg
Potentially less accurate
than borehole TRT
Potentially more
accurate than pile TRT
Increase in accuracy offset
against unknown pile length
at this stage
Results-Rb
Additional benefit is
mainly in determining
Rb in-situ, although often
less accurately than λg
Reliable methods to estimate Rb analytically are not very
accessible. Independent assessment of thermal properties
required which comes with additional uncertainty and cost
5.1. Testing Time
Based on the steady state analysis shown in Section 4.2, it seems that the industry accepted
minimum test time of Fo5 still holds for a pile geometry if steady state analytical analysis is desired.
A period of testing is required after this to ensure enough steady state region is captured, which was
previously suggested to be up to around Fo10, after which axial effects may start to impact on analytical
results [6]. From this study, an upper limit of Fo10 (173 h) based on the increasing uncertainty due
to reducing SNR also seems important, although an earlier cut off could be appropriate for poorer
quality data. If the total testing time required for a pile TRT is up to Fo10, this will generally be much
longer than the 48 h recommended for borehole TRTs, and could be several weeks for large diameter
piles. Thus, greater costs in terms of labour, generator hire, and materials (see below) will be incurred,
making pile TRTs unattractive for practical use on projects. However, there is the potential to reduce
testing times based on a transient method of interpretation as discussed in the next section.
5.2. Interpretation Methods
The results in Table 3 show that use of a numerical model for analysis of pile TRT data is accurate
and robust. However, the time required, the use of costly specialized software, and the skill involved
make numerical interpretation of pile TRTs impractical for routine application in industry.
Of the steady state analytical methods tested, the ILSM with Exponential Integral potentially
gives the most useful estimates of λg and Rb providing a long enough test is carried out. The change
between the concrete and ground thermal conductivities appears to be captured depending on how
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much of the early time data is assessed. This model also gives the closest estimates of λg and Rb to the
independent estimates based on the synthetic TRT data in Figure 11.
The Pile G-function model proposed by Loveridge and Powrie [6] also gives good results for λg,
with the closest to independent thermal parameter estimates achieved from the early time part of
the data. This is an important distinction compared to the ILSM with Exponential Integral, since the
G-function approach gives good results independent of the testing period, suggesting that a transient
analysis approach can reduce the test time required for pile TRTs. However, greater errors do occur
when determining Rb. For all analytical methods, acceptable accuracy depends of achieving a good
(high) SNR (ASHRAE standards absolute minimum requirement).
5.3. Construction Programme Implications
Pile construction is typically on the critical path for construction projects. Hence, carrying out
a TRT on a working pile can influence the construction programme and overall costs. Time is first
required for the pile heat of hydration to be fully dissipated. In this study, pile temperatures recorded
during concrete curing reached nearly 70 ◦C a day after pouring, reducing to around 20 ◦C after
10 days [45]. This is still 1.5 to 2.0 ◦C above the undisturbed conditions and it is expected that the
pile may have taken over a month to fully return to the undisturbed condition. Larger piles would
require a longer time to restore thermal equilibrium. Loveridge and Powrie [63] reported a 1200 mm
diameter energy pile taking over two months to cool following curing. Then, one to three weeks would
be required for the TRT itself, giving substantial additional programme requirements all together.
It is therefore recommended that a pile designated for TRT should be among the first constructed,
maximising the time available for curing and testing before foundation construction advances to the
next stage.
Some of these delays can be avoided on projects large enough to include a test pile, since this
could be used for TRT applications as well as traditional load testing, potentially removing this activity
from the critical path.
5.4. Pile versus Borehole Testing
Typically, the target information for design of the shallow geothermal system is the ground
thermal conductivity, GHE thermal resistance, and the undisturbed ground temperature. Focusing on
the ground parameters, a borehole TRT may be sufficient to provide this information. In particular,
given the much shorter testing time and that a test borehole GHE could be constructed and tested
off the critical path, this may be a more economical and lower risk option. However, depending on
the time in the project when the test is constructed, the finished depth of the pile GHEs may not be
finalised, and so a test borehole GHE could conceivably be drilled to an inappropriate depth, providing
effective thermal conductivity estimates that are not representative of the ground around the thermal
pile foundations. One solution to this challenge could be the use of distributed TRTs [30,64,65] where
information is obtained as a function of depth. However, these are more expensive than traditional
tests and are not yet routine in practice.
Borehole TRTs also do not provide any information about the pile thermal characteristics, so these
would need to be determined separately. As discussed in Sections 2.3 and 4.3, easily implemented
methods to estimate Rb accurately are not necessarily available. Numerical simulation or the multi-pole
method appear to be the most accurate methods, but both require high skill levels to implement.
They also require an independent estimate of the pile thermal properties, which would necessitate
taking of concrete samples during construction for subsequent laboratory testing. Laboratory thermal
conductivity testing can have its own pitfalls [30], and a key source of uncertainty in this respect
would be lack of knowledge about the final moisture condition of the concrete in the ground. Table 6
summarizes the main different approaches available.
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5.5. Cost Analysis
For the cases in Table 6, a cost analysis has been conducted. The costs assigned to the components
are based on data reported in Lu et al. [66] and a borehole/pile of 30 m depth, and are shown in Table 7.
Costs are given in Australian Dollars based on current market conditions. While the cost of utilizing an
existing site investigation borehole is minimal, the final energy pile design length may not be finalized,
and the length of the test borehole may not match. This means there is an information gain moving
from this to a bespoke borehole, and then again to a working pile. However, given the potential
additional errors for pile TRTs if SNR is not controlled, greater value may not be realized in practice.
Table 7. Additional cost of three different site investigation methods for energy pile projects.
Costs (AU$) Working Pile Bespoke Borehole Existing Borehole
Drilling 0 30 m @ $80/m = $2400 0
Materials 1 0 30 m @ $30/m = $900 30 m @ $30/m = $900
Additional 2 programme time $$$ (depends on project) 0 0
Running Test 3 14 days @ $2000/day = $28,000 3 days @ $2000/day = $6000 3 days @ $2000/day = $6000
Lab Testing 0 $1000 $1000
TOTAL $28,000 (minimum) $10,300 $7900
1 Materials include piping, grout, and labour. 2 Additional programme time requirements will have a cost dependent
on the size of the project: the larger, the greater the cost, and also the size of the pile which dictates curing time
and potentially test length. 3 Test running costs based on approximate estimate of labour and equipment hire (i.e.,
generator) per day in Melbourne, Australia.
6. Recommendations
6.1. Pile TRT Test Duration
Recommended test duration will depend on the analysis method to be adopted. Tests using
steady state analytical models for interpretation should be extended to Fo10 and carried out with due
regard to power fluctuations as discussed in Section 6.2 below. Longer duration tests are likely to have
further reduced accuracy unless exceptional power control can be maintained.
Pile TRTs to be interpreted using transient methods, either analytical or numerical, can be reduced
to Fo5.
6.2. Pile TRT Power Control
Control of power levels is important to limit the reduction in SNR over the course of the test. The
ASHRAE power requirements (standard deviation no more than 2% of the mean, up to 10% variation
for peaks) should be adhered to as a minimum standard for tests to Fo5, although exceedance of these
standards would still be desirable.
Longer pile TRTs should significantly exceed ASHRAE standards, with an aim to keep data noise
to a minimum. Best practice measures that can be taken include:
1. Use of a dedicated generator rather than fluctuating site electricity supply.
2. Carefully insulate the TRT casing and above ground piping, minimise surface piping lengths and
attempt to keep the unit out of the sun and wind.
3. Apply the highest power possible that will not cause over heating at later times to maximise the
SNR in the late time part of the test. Analytical models can be used to estimate the late time
temperature to help choose a power level.
4. Where there is flexibility in running a heating (traditional) or cooling TRT, the difference between
the initial ground temperature and the late time fluid temperature can be exploited to maximise
the allowable temperature change over time. For example, if the ground temperature was 20+ ◦C,
it may be beneficial to run a cooling test and target late time fluid temperatures around 3–4 ◦C
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instead of potentially overheating the pile with a heating test, as this maximises the temperature
change in relation to maximising SNR.
5. Include a recovery period in the TRT, which generally gives a better estimate of Rb [67] and will
be less susceptible to noise effects. However, this will also increase the time and cost required for
the test.
6.3. Borehole Tests
Where it is decided to test a borehole instead of a pile, the cost and benefit of using a bespoke
borehole later in the project needs to be evaluated against using a site investigation borehole at the
outset. Additionally, an alternative method needs to be used to determine the pile thermal resistance.
This should be done either numerically (two dimensions would be sufficient [25]), or using the
multipole method to get realistic results. To make the assessment of pile thermal resistance the concrete
thermal conductivity would be required. This necessitates taking concrete samples during construction
for laboratory testing. Dry and saturated samples should be tested, but judgement will be needed
about the likely in-situ moisture conditions of the pile concrete during operation.
7. Conclusions
A long duration series of thermal response tests were carried out on a 600 mm diameter pile to
investigate the applicability of the technique to large diameter energy piles. Numerical and analytical
tools were used to interpret both the field data and additional numerically generated synthetic test
data. Detailed analysis showed that:
1. 3D numerical simulation can provide a good match to the TRT test data, providing a reliable
means of parameter estimation. Subsequent forward simulation suggests no heating-cooling
hysteresis, although the fit to field data does reduce with complex thermal loading cycles.
2. Steady state analytical models can be used for interpretation of the test data, providing the test
duration is at least Fo10.
3. However, for tests longer than Fo5, high signal to noise ratio in captured field data is essential,
increasing the importance of controlling the power supply to the test. Power fluctuations
significantly below those required by ASHRAE are recommended to avoid loss of accuracy.
Combined with 2, this makes obtaining reliable soil and pile parameters challenging.
4. Alternatively, a transient analytical pile model was able to produce reliable estimates of λg and
Rb from much earlier in the test. This could reduce testing times and hence costs, as well as avoid
the difficulties of obtaining high SNR data.
5. Further cost savings can be obtained from testing a borehole on the same site and estimating
the pile properties from other methods. However, consideration is required regarding the test
borehole length and laboratory assessment for concrete thermal properties, both of which can
add uncertainty to the results obtained.
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Nomenclature
Main symbols used
α thermal diffusivity [m2/s]
γ Euler’s constant
λ thermal conductivity [W/(mK)]
ρ density [kg/m3]
A cross sectional area [m2]
c concrete cover [m]
Cp specific heat capacity [kJ/(kgK)]
d diameter [m]
dh hydraulic diameter [m]
fD Darcy friction factor
F flow rate [L/s]
Fo Fourier number
Fsc short circuit heat loss factor
G G-function
H ground heat exchanger length [m]
J Bessel function
m gradient
p pressure [kPa]
q power [W/m]
Q power [W]
r radius [m]
R resistance [mK/W]
s shank spacing [m]
t time [s]
T temperature [◦C or K]
v velocity
Y Bessel function
Subscripts
0 initial or undisturbed
b borehole or pile
c concrete
cond conductive
conv convective
f fluid
g ground
i inner pipe dimension
in inlet
m solid material (in numerical model)
o outer pipe dimension
out outlet
p pipes
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